F.No. IV (24)/13/2017-Systems 22.06.2017

To,

The Chief Commissioners (All),
Customs, Central Excise & Service Tax.

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Conversion of Non-EDI sites to EDI sites – reg:-

Roll out of GST, as you are already aware is on 1st July, 2017.

Conversion of Non-EDI sites to EDI sites is very urgent. Hence, it is extremely necessary to establish connectivity at such locations including the remote locations.

The DG Systems has already planned and provided IT infrastructure like AIOs (All in One Desktops) at Non-EDI sites to make them functional.

In order to provision connectivity it is proposed that the jurisdictional authority shall make its arrangement from their respective local funds for remote locations.

Following are the plans which can be used/made available for implementation of EDI connectivity at remote locations:

1. BSNL Broadband Connectivity like VPNoBB.
2. BSNL (FTTH), Fibre Cable.
3. Dongle Connectivity from any service provider available at locations.

Please identify what suits locally for the EDI station and approach the jurisdictional BSNL authorities. If not possible go for other service providers.

- In this regard, it is advised to sensitize to all concerned formations in your jurisdiction to immediately contact local BSNL authorities & also with other available service providers at the locations. For any doubt/clarification For CBEC VPNoBB related queries, following officers of BSNL, Karnataka may be contacted:
  
i) Smt. Gayatri Devi, SDE, Mobile: 9449857043 & email- gkgayathribsnl@gmail.com.

ii) Sh. Balachandra Damle, SDE (EB), O/o CGM, Karnataka Circle. Mobile: 9449855594. Email damlebalachandra15@gmail.com or

iii) Sh. Mahender K., JTO (EB), Mobile: 94499005447. Email: mahenderk.bsnl@gmail.com.

Yours faithfully

Y.S. Shahrawat
Director General